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the web supports a wide range of web browsers, operating systems, and connected devices. therefore, browser preference testing is important. this scenario
shows how internet explorer 10 works with the correct markup, and how internet explorer 11 fails when the markup is incorrect. the history of autocad begins
in 1984 with autocad 1.0 for dos. the software was a native software, operating under dos. the release was written by mike vermeulen and david l. kurtz. the
native dos version of autocad was to be a "quick and dirty" program, not to compete with other cad packages. the program was created in less than a year,

even though it was sponsored by the national center for airborne laser mapping and the us army corps of engineers, who wanted a tool for their engineers to
use in the field. as autocad grew in popularity, it became important for a company to offer cad software for the pc. in 1988, development on autocad was

initiated by a group of engineers and developers who were working at the university of michigan on their masters degree. they asked to work on a product to
provide autocad functionality for the windows platform. at this time, few companies had any cad or graphics programs for the windows platform. but one

company, microsoft, was working on a game called flight simulator, and the team decided to add some of the features to this game. in 1989, andrew griffith
was hired by autodesk and was responsible for developing the windows cad application. he began to focus on the desktop version of autocad and developed

the first product, autocad lite, which was a very simplified version of the now popular autocad application.
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the first freetype font released in 2006
was new baskerville, a modern version of
the earlier baskerville font designed by
john baskerville in the 18th century. a
revised version of baskerville follows in
2009, along with european and cyrillic

versions. the first version to use bitmap
fonts was autocad 2002. after moving to
truetype fonts in autocad, the fonts were

turned into a separate set of font files
that a user must load. this required

reprogramming autocad to convert a
truetype font file into a truetype font file.
in 2005, autodesk rebranded autocad as

autocad lt. the change was mainly
motivated by the fact that the old name
was difficult to pronounce. it was also a
big marketing move. the image that an
individual viewer sees as a result of an

autocad drawing is the product of a
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different application than the one that
created the drawing. autocad lt is

autocad with an lt suffix. the lt version
does not allow the user to choose a font

other than the default, arial, and in 2005,
the font size was reduced from 14 to 12

(from 72 to 60 points). the popular
"fastest path" commands were moved

into a separate command group.
unfortunately, this caused the initial view
angle of a shape to always be the same,

regardless of the rotation value set on the
viewport. to use the coordinate system,

you must assign a named coordinate
system. to do this, click on the coordinate
system icon on the status bar, and then

click on the button next to the coordinate
system to which you want to assign a
name. when you assign a coordinate

system to a drawing, the coordinates are
always associated with that coordinate

system and cannot be changed.
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